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Abstract 
A logical framework is presented for representing and reasoning about nondeterministic pro- 
grams that may not terminate. We propose a logic PDL(;;, II, d(.~) which is an extension of 
dynamic logic such that the program constructors related to demonic operations are introduced 
in its language. A complete and sound Hilbert-style proof system is given and it is shown that 
PDL(; ;, l I, d(.~) is decidable. In the second part of this paper, a translation is defined between 
PDL(; ;, ]l, d(.)) and a relational ogic. A sound and complete Rasiowa-Sikorski-style proof sys- 
tem for the relational ogic is given. It provides a natural deduction-style method of reasoning 
for PDL(; ;, II, d(*b, 
1. Introduction 
The logic-based methodology of the theory of programs originated in [ 18, 8, 9, 16] is 
well established in the literature. In particular, a variety of modal-style logical systems 
have been developed and a number of papers have been devoted to the study of the 
underlying relational semantics of  programs. In modal logics of programs a program 
is represented by means of  a binary relation R~ over a state space, with the intuition 
that (s, t) E R~ iff the program ~ executed from initial state s terminates at state t. The 
programs represented by relations are nondeterministic, that is for a given input state, 
the output state obtained by executing a program is not necessarily unique. The central 
problem in defining a formal semantics of  programs is the treatment of nontermination. 
The approach developed in [6] is based on the proposal of  introducing a fictitious state, 
say s±, such that if program c~ does not terminate when starting from state s, then 
(s, s±) E R~. An alternative approach is based on the postulate that if program ~ does 
not terminate when executed from state s, then the set {t [ (s, t) E R~} of R~-successors 
of s is empty. In this paper we follow the latter approach. 
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The main motivation for introducing demonic program constructors can be expressed 
as a principle that possible nontermination implies definite nontermination (see [10]). To 
incorporate this principle in the relational semantics of programs, the classical operators 
of nondeterministic choice and sequential composition should be modified appropriately: 
• If  two commands of a nondeterministic program ~ can be executed nondeterminis- 
tically, and if an execution of one of them does not terminate, then the execution 
of ~ does not terminate. 
• If  a sequence of commands of a nondeterministic program c~ is executed sequentially, 
and if an execution of one of them does not terminate, then the execution of ~ does 
not terminate. 
The above postulates reflect he well-known Murphy's law: ' I f  it can go wrong, it will'. 
Nondeterminism odelled according to these postulates i  referred to as demonic non- 
determinism, as opposed to angelic and erratic nondeterminism [1]. 
The calculus of binary relations with operators of demonic union (11) and demonic 
composition (;;) of relations have been studied in [10]. Our proposal is to extend the 
calculus with a demonic iteration operator (d(*)) defined in a natural way by means 
of the respective binary demonic operators. Demonic iteration is motivated by the 
following postulate: 
• I f  a command of a nondeterministic program c~ is executed nondeterministically any 
finite number of times and if one of these executions does not terminate, then the 
execution of ~ does not terminate. 
In this paper we develop a logical framework for the analysis of demonic nondeter- 
minism. In the first part of the paper a propositional program logic PDL(; ;, [[, d(.)) is 
introduced such that the language of the logic enables us to specify demonic nonde- 
terministic programs. We admit in the language the standard ynamic logic program 
constructors as well as demonic union, demonic composition, and demonic iteration 
of programs. We present a complete Hilbert-style axiomatization of the logic and we 
prove that the logic possesses the finite model property. We discuss demonic iteration 
and we point out various ways of defining the respective relational operators. In the 
second part of the paper a relational semantics is developed as well as a relational 
proof system for the logic. Under the relational semantics both expressions that repre- 
sent programs and formulae of PDL(; ;, l I, d(,)) are interpreted as binary relations. It 
enables us to interpret our logic in a relational ogic and to define a relational proof 
system for it, following the method suggested in [12]. 
2. Syntax and semantics of program logics 
For a given binary relation R C_ U x U and for x c U we denote by R(x) the set 
{Y I (x, y) c R} of R-successors of x. 
2.1. Syntax 
A (propositional) program modal language is determined by four sets which are 
supposed to be pairwise disjoint, viz, 
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(i) a set 4~0 of propositional variables, 
(ii) a set H0 of program constants, 
(iii) a set of propositional operators, 
(iv) a set of program operators. 
The set H of program expressions is the smallest set that satisfies the following 
conditions. 
(i) H0 C H, 
(ii) if ~b is an n-ary program operator and a0,. . . ,a~-~ C H then q~(a0 . . . . .  an- l )  
H. 
The set ~ of formulae is the smallest set that satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) ~0 U {false, true} C_ ~, 
(ii) if o is any n-ary propositional operator and Fo,... ,F~-I C£  then 
o(Fo,...,Fn-1) E Z, 
(iii) if c~ E H and F E N then [~]F c X and {z)F G ~. 
We assume throughout the paper that a fixed program modal language is given such 
that it satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) the set q~0 of propositional variables is an infinite denumerable set, 
(ii) the set of program constants is finite or infinite denumerable, 
(iii) the propositional operators are the unary 9, the binary ~,  o ,  V, A, 
(iv) the program operators are the binary U, II, ; , ;  ; and the unary ,,d(,) 
2.2. Semantics 
For the sake of simplicity, the same symbol is used for a relational operation and 
the respective program operator. We use the symbol ; for composition, that is if R and 
S are binary relations then 
R;S = {(x,y) : 3z(x,z) E R and (z,y) C S}. 
We recall that if R denotes a binary relation on the set U, the iteration operator is 
defined as follows 
R*={R n In  co} 
with R ° = {(x,x) I x E U} and R ~+1 = R;R ~ where co denotes the set of natural 
numbers. We use the symbol ;; for demonic composition (e.g. [10]), that is if R and 
S are binary relations then 
R;;S = {(x,y):Vz,  if (x,z) E R then ~t(z,t) C S and (x,y) E R;S}. 
The set (R; ; S)(x) is empty if either (R; S)(x) is empty or there exists z0 such that 
(x, zo) E R and S(z0) = O. We use the symbol II for demonic union (e.g. [10]), that is 
if R and S are binary relations then 
R I IS = {(x, y) : ?t(x, t) c R and ?t'(x, t') ~ S and (x, y) E R U S}. 
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I f  the relations are serial then the demonic union (respectively composition) collapses 
to the classical union (respectively composition). Let R and S be two relations on the 
set U. As mentioned in [11], it is a routine matter to check 
• R;;S = (R;S) n - (R;  - (S ;  (U × U))) ,  
• RIIS = (R US)n(R ; (U  × g) )  n (S ; ( t :  × g)) .  
Observe that although the intersection and complement operations are used in the 
above characterization of  demonic operations, no program operator is associated to 
these relational operations. 
A new demonic iteration operation a(,) is defined as follows: 
Rd(*) = 
with R d(i+l) 
composition 
position, the 
I [iEo) Rd(i) 
= R; ;R d(i) for i~ l ,  and R ~(°) -- {(x,x) [ x E U}. Since the demonic 
is associative [10], for i>~0, R d(i+l) = Rd(i); ;R. As for the demonic corn- 
demonic iteration operation is locally an 'all or nothing iteration'. 
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a binary relation on the set U and x E U. 
(i) For all i E co, if  Rd(i)(x) # (3 then Rd(i)(X) = Ri(x). 
(ii) For all i E co, i f  Rd(il(x) = (3 then Rd(i+i)(x) = O. 
The straightforward inductive proof is omitted. In order to show that Rd(*)(x) 7£ (3 
only if x cannot reach through R an element y having no R-successor, we introduce 
the standard notion of  maximal R-chain. 
Definition 2.2 (Maximal R-chain). Let R be a binary relation on U and x E U. A 
maximal R-chain from x is either a finite sequence (xo,. . . ,xN) such that x0 = x, 
(xi,xi+l) E R for all i E {0 , . . . , (N -  1)} and R(xN) = (3 (N possibly equal to 0) 
or an infinite sequence (Xo,Xl . . . .  ) such that Xo = x, (xi,xi+l) C R for all i E co. We 
write xyR iff every maximal R-chain from x is infinite. The length of a finite maximal 
R-chain a, written I~r], is the number of  elements of  the sequence. 
Lemma 2.3. Let R be a binary relation on the set U and x E U. 
(i) IU xTR then R~(*)(x) = R*(x), otherwise Rd(*)(x) = (3. 
(ii) (x,y)  E R d(*) iff (x,y)  E R* and for all i c co, Rd(i)(x) 7 £ (3. 
Proof. (i) Assume not xTR. Let 5 p be the non-empty set of  all the finite maximal R- 
chains from x. We write M to denote the minimal element of  the set {[ai[ a E J}  and 
(Xo ... .  ,XM-1) an element of  5 P (M~> 1). It shall be shown that for i c {0 . . . . .  (M- l )} ,  
Rd(i)(x) 7£ (3. The proof is by induction. By definition Rd(°)(x) ~ (3. Now suppose 
Ra(J)(x) = (3 for some j E {1 , . . . , (M-  1)} and for all k E {0, . . . , j  - 1}, R4k)(x) ¢ (3. 
Hence Rd(J)(x) = (Rd(J-1);;R)(x) = (RJ-I; ;R)(x) (see Lemma 2.1(i)). Since )(1- E 
RJ(x), RJ(x) 7£ (3. Moreover suppose there is z0 such that (x, zo) E R j-1 and R(zo) = (3. 
It leads to a contradiction, since M is minimal. So for all i E {0 . . . . .  (M-1  )}, Rd(i)(x) 7 L 
(3 and therefore from Lemma 2.1 Ra(i)(x) = Ri(x) for all i c {0 .... , (M-1)} .  We have 
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Rd(M)(x) = R M-l;  ; R(x). Since (x,X M- 1 ) ~ R M- 1 and R(XM-1 ) = O, Rd(M)(x) = O. It 
follows that Ra(*)(x) = O. 
Now assume x IR  and suppose that there exists i E co such that Rd(i)(x) = 0.  There 
exists j~>l such that Rd(J)(x) = 0 and Rd(J-1)(x) # 0 (Rd(J)(x) = (RJ-1;;R)(x)). 
Suppose RJ(x) = 0. This leads to the existence of a finite maximal R-chain from x 
which is a contradiction. Now suppose there exists z0 such that (X, Zo) E R j-1 and 
R(zo) = 0. This also leads to the existence of a finite maximal R-chain from x. As a 
consequence for all i ¢ co, Rd(i)(x) ~L O. So Rd(*)(x) = II~o)R~(x) from Lemma 2.1(i). 
Since each Ri(x) is non-empty, Rd(*)(x) = Uicco Ri(x) = R*(x). 
The condition (ii) is a consequence of the proof of (i). [] 
It follows that Rd(*)(x) is empty if either not xTR or R*(x) is empty. Kripke-style 
semantics for dynamic logic with the demonic operators is defined in the standard way 
(see e.g. [19]). 
Definition 2.4 (Frame, Program Frame, Model, Program Model). By a frame we 
understand a pair (U, ~)  such that U is a nonempty set and N = {R~}~n is a family 
of binary relations on U. A program frame is a frame such that the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(i) R~u/~ = R~ UR/~; (ii) R=II/~ = R=lIRfl; (iii) R=;B = R~;RF; 
(iv) R~;;/~ = R~;;R/~; (v) (R~)* = R~.; (vi) (R~) d(*) = R~,l<.~. 
By a model J / ,  we understand a triple (U,~',m) such that (U ,~)  is a frame and m is 
a function from ~0 to ~(U) ,  the power set of U. We say that the model Jd  is based 
on the frame (U ,~) .  A program model is a model that is based on a program frame. 
Observe that for any program frame ~,  the set {R~}~n0 determines in a unique way 
the set {R~}~cn. Let //d = (U, ~,  m) be any given model (not necessarily a program 
model). The concept of satisfiability at a point in ~d is recursively defined as follows. 
Let u C U. 
(i) Jd, u sat P iff u E m(P), for P E ~b0; (ii) /~,u  sat -~F i f fnot ./d,u sat F, 
(iii) /d,  u sat F ~ G iff/¢d, u sat F only if M/d, u sat G, 
(iv) ~/, u sat [c~]F iff, for all v, if uR~v then //[, v sat F, 
(v) ~,  u sat true and not //{, u sat false. 
We omit the standard definitions of satisfiability for the other logical operators. 
A formula F is true in a model M// (written //d ~ F )  iff for all x E U, ~ ,x  sat F. A 
formula F is true in a frame ~ (written ~ ~ F )  iff F is true in every model based 
on ~.  
3. Hilbert-style proof system for PDL(; ;, I I, 
By a normal logic we understand any set L of formulae that satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(i) L contains every tautology of the classical two-valued propositional calculus, 
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(ii) L is closed under modus ponens; (iii) L is closed under substitution, 
(iv) L contains every formula of the form, 
(D1) [c~](F ~ G) ~ ([~]F ~ [c~]G) for ~ C II, F ,G E S, 
(v) for every c~ E / /  and F E L, [~]F E L. 
Finally by a program logic with demonic operators we understand a normal logic 
that contains all formulae of the following form: 
(D2) [o~ U fl]F ¢¢, [o~]f A [fl]f, 
(D3) [c~;fi]F e=~ [c~][fi]F, 
(D4) [~]F A [fl]F ~ [o~ I Ifi]F, 
(D5) [c~llfi]F A (~llfi)true ~ (~)true A (fi)true A [c~]F A [fl]F, 
(D6) [ellfi]false ~ M false v [fi]false, 
(97) [e][fi]F =:~ [a;;fl]F, 
(D8) [e;;fi]F A (~; ; fi)true ~ [a]( (fi}true A [fl]F), 
(09) [c~; fl] false ~ [e][fl] false V ( @[fl]false, 
(D10) [~*]F ~ FA  [~][c~*]f, 
(Dl l )  F =:> ([c~*](F =¢- [e]F) ~ [o~*]F), 
(D12) [~*]F ~ [cd(*)]F, 
(O13) [ed(*)]false ~ (~*)[~]false, 
(D14) [ed(*)]F A (cd(*))true ~ [c~*](e)true A [~*]F. 
Axioms (D2) and (D3) are standard for the union and the composition operators (see 
e.g. [19]). Axioms (D10) and (Dl l )  are the Segerberg axioms for the iteration opera- 
tion [ 19]. Axiomatization of the operator 11 (respectively ; ;) is provided by the axioms 
(D4), (D5) and (D6) (respectively (D7), (D8) and (D9)). Observe that if (@true is 
added to the system (seriality axiom) then [~ll/~]f ** [c~ u/~]f, [c~; ;fl]F ¢=~ [e; f13 f
and [~a(*)]F e:~ [~*]F can be deduced in the system. In a standard way, we define the 
notions of theoremhood in L, and deducibility. Let PDL(;;, [[, a(*)) be the smallest 
program logic with demonic operators. 
The Lemmas 3.1-3.3 express correspondences between modal formulae and prop- 
erties of relations in the frames. A survey of correspondence theory can be found in 
[20]. 
Lemma 3.1. The axioms (D4)-(D6) are true in a frame Y = (U, {R,;}~r/) iff for 
all ~,fl E 1I, R~llfl = R~IIR ft. 
Proof. Let Y = (U, {R~}~n) be a flame. 
(I) Suppose there exists x, y E U such that (x, y) E R=II B and (x, y) ~ R~[IRfi. 
Suppose (x, y) ¢ R~ U Rfi. Consider the model J//o = (U, {R~}rcli, mo) such that for 
a certain p E 40, too(p) = {u c U [ (x,u) c R~ tA R/~}. Since (94) is true in ~-, 
~o,x  sat  [c~]p/~ [/~]p ~ [c~[[/~]p. By construction of mo, Jgo, x sat [e]p/~ [fl]p and 
therefore Jgo,x sat [c~l[/~] p. Since (x ,y)  E R=II fl, we have --/go, Y sat p. By construction 
of too, Jdo, y sat ~p which leads to a contradiction. 
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Now suppose R~(x) = (3. Consider the model ~#0 = (U,{RT},/~n, mo) such that 
for a certain p E ~bo, mo(p) = (u C U I (x,u) C R41~}. Since (D5) is true in ~,  
.~o,x sat [c~ I I/~]p A/c~l l3}true ~ (@true A (13)true A [e]p A [/~] p. By construction of m0, 
we have JEo,x sat [~[]/~]p. Since (x,y) E R~II ~, we have J/do,x sat (~lIB)true. Hence 
J/go,x sat (c~)true A (13)true A [c~]p A [/~]p. There exists x0 such that (x, xo) E R~ which 
leads to a contradiction. I f  R~(x) = 0, then a contradiction can be found in a similar 
way. This proves that if the axioms (D4) - (D6)  are true in ~- then for all ~,/~ E /7 ,  
(II) Suppose there exists x, y E U such that (x, y) ¢ R41/~ and (x,y) C i=lle~. 
First suppose R41~(x ) = ~. Consider a model .~  = (U,{R~}~En, m) based on ~.  
Since (D6) is true in Y ,  /E,x sat [c~llNfalse ~ [~]false v [~]false. Since R~IIB(X ) = 
O, JC/,x sat [~]ll3]false and therefore JC/,x sat [~]false V [/3]false. Since (x,y) 
R~[IR~, there exist xl,x2 such that (x,x~) ~ R~ and (x,x~) ~ R~. It follows that neither 
Ud, x sat [c~] false nor J / ,x  sat [/~] false can hold, which leads to a contradiction. 
Now suppose R=IIB(X ) ¢ 0. Consider the model ~0 = (U,{R~}.~n, mo) such that 
for a certain p ~ 4o, mo(p) = {u ~ U I (x,u) ~ R41/~ }. Since (D5) is true in 
.~, ~¢/o,x sat [~llfl]p A (c~ll[~)true ~ (~)true A (~)true A [c~]p A [/~]p. By construc- 
tion of mo, J//o,x sat [41/~]P- Since R41¢(x) ¢ ~), JC~o,x sat (c~tl~)true and therefore 
~o,  x sat (@ true A (B) true A [e] p A [/~] p. Since (x, y) ~ R~ U R~, we have/~go, Y sat p. 
~/o,Y sat ~p ((x, y) ¢ R~II~), which leads to a contradiction. This proves that if the 
axioms (D4) - (D6)  are true in ~ then for all c~,fl ~/7, R=IIR~ _CR41/~. 
(II I) Suppose that in the frame f i  = (U, {R~}~.~n), for all c~,/~ /7 ,  R~[l~ = R=IIR ~. 
Let ..~ = (U,{R~}~/~n,m) be a model based on .~ and x ~ U. 
(D4) Assume that J / ,x  sat [c~]FA[fl]F. It follows that for y ~ U if either (x, y) ~ R~ 
or (x, y) ~ R~ then Jd, y sat F. So for all y ~ (R~UR~)(x), we have ._/¢[, y sat F. Afor- 
tiori, for all y ~ (R~IIR~)(x), we have ~¢/,y sat F, which entails that -./¢/,x sat [c~ll/~]F. 
(DS) Assume that .~,x sat [4IB]F A (~l[[~)true. It follows that there exists x0 ~ U 
such that (x, xo) ~ i=llR~ = R=ll ~. So there exists Xl,X2 ~ U such that (x,x~) ~ R~ and 
(x,x~) ~ R~. It follows that ~¢/,x sat (~)trueA (~)true. Moreover, since (R~ IIR/~)(x) ¢; 0 
it follows that (R41/~)(x) = (R~ U RB)(x ). Hence we also have dg, x sat [c~]F A [/~]F. 
(D6) Assume that ~¢/,x sat [c~llF]false. It follows that (R=llR~)(x) -- O. In case 
R~(x) = (0 or R~(x) = 0, we have either .~N,x sat [c~]faIse or ~,x  sat [B]false. In 
case for all z ~ U, (x,z) ¢ R~ URn, we have ./¢/,x sat M false and J / ,x  sat [13]false. 
This proves that if for all c~,]? ~/7, /41/~ = R~]IR~ , then the axioms (D4) - (D6)  are 
true in ~.  [] 
Lemma 3.2. The axioms (D7) - (D9)  are true in a frame Y = (U,{R~}~En) iff for 
all c~, fi C H, R~;;/~ = R~;;R~. 
Proof. Let Y =- (U, {Rv}~u) be a frame. 
(I) Suppose there exists x, y E U such that (x, y) ~ R~;;~ and (x, y) ~ R~; ; R/3. 
Suppose (x, y) ¢ R~; R~. Consider the model J/d0 = (U, {R,/}?E/~, m0) such that for 
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a certain p C C~o, too(p) = {u E U ] (x,u) E R~;R~}. Since (D7) is true in Y ,  
J~o,x sat [c~][/~]p ~ [c~;;/~]p. By construction of too, JC/o,x sat [c~][/~]p. Hence we 
get ~o,x  sat [c~; ;/?]p. Since (x,y) E R~;; B, we have d//o,y sat p. By construction of 
mo, J//o, Y sat -~p which leads to a contradiction. 
Now suppose there exists z0 such that (x, z0) E R~ and R~(zo) = (3. Consider the 
model J~0 = (U,{R~}7¢rI, mo) such that for a certain p E d?o, mo(p) = {u E U I 
(x, u) c R~;;~}. Since (D8) is true in Y ,  JC/o,x sat [c~;;/g]pA (c~;; fl}true ~ [c~]((fl)trueA 
[/?]p). By construction of m0, we get J /o,x sat [c~;; fl]p. Since (x, y) E R~;;p, we have 
J /o,x sat (e; ;~)true and therefore .~o,x sat [e]( (fl}true/~ [/?]p). Since (x, zo) E R~, 
Jdo,zo sat (fl}trueA[fl]p. We conclude that there exists to such that (z0, to) E R~ which 
leads to a contradiction. This proves that if the axioms (D7) - (D9)  are true in Y then 
for all c~,/~  17, R~;;~ C_ R~; ; R/~. 
(II) Suppose there exists x, y ~ U such that (x, y)  ~ R~;;~ and (x, y) ~ R~; ; R& 
Suppose R~;;~(x) = (3. Consider a model ~/= (U, {R~}~n, m). Since (D9) is true in 
~,  we obtain ~/,x sat [e;;fl]false ~ [e][fl]falsev(c~}[fl]false. Since R~;;/~(x) = (3, we 
have ~¢[,x sat [c~; ;fl]false. Hence we get ~/~,x sat [~][fl]false V (c~)[fl]false. In case 
~,x  sat [e][[3] false, considering that (x,y) ~ R~; ; R~ it entails that (x,y) ~ R~; R~ and 
therefore J[, y sat false, which leads to a contradiction. In case ~//,x sat (e)[fl]false, 
considering that (x,y) ~ R~; ;R~, it follows that for all z ~ U, if (x,z) ~ R~ then there 
exists t E U such that (z,t) ~ RI~. However, there exists z0 ~ U such that (x, zo) ~ R~ 
and ~//,zo sat [/~] false. Hence there exists to ~ U such that (z0, t0) ~ R~, which leads 
to a contradiction. 
Now suppose R~;;~(x) ¢ (3. Consider the model ~//o = (U, {R./},/en, mo) such that for 
a certain p ~ ~o, too(p) = {u ~ U I (x, u) ~ R~;;/~}. Since (D8) is true in ~,  we obtain 
J /o,x sat [e; ; /?]pA(e;;  ~)true ~ [e]((~)trueA[~]p). By construction of m0, we have 
J /o,x sat [c~; ;/~]p. Considering that R~;;~(x) ¢ (3, it follows that ~g0,x sat (~; ; fl)true. 
Hence, we deduce ~¢/o,x sat [~]( fl)true ~ []?]p). Since (x,y) ~ R~; ;RI~ then there 
exists z~ ~ U such that (x,z~) ~ R~ and (z l ,y)  E R~. So ~go,z~ sat (~}true/~ [/~]p 
and ~¢{o, Y sat p, which is in contradiction with the fact that not ~//o, Y sat p since 
(x, y) ~ R~;;~. This proves that if the axioms (D7) - (D9)  are true in ~ then for all 
~:,fl ~ 17, R~;;R~ C R~;;/~. 
As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 it can be easily proved that if for all c~,/3 ~ /7, 
R~;;~ =R~;;R/~ then the axioms (D7) - (D9)  are true in ~-. [] 
Lemma 3.3. Given a frame Y = (U, {R~}~e17) satisfyin9 for all c~ E 17, R~. = (R~)*, 
the axioms (D12)-(D14) are true in the frame ~ iff for all ~ E 17, (R~) d(*) = R~d~.~. 
Proof. Let ~-= (U,{RT}7~n) be a frame satisfying for all c~ ¢ H, R~. = (R~)*. 
(I) Suppose there exists x, y c U such that (x, y)  c R~e<.) and (x, y) ~ (R~) d(*). 
Suppose (x,y) ~ R~.. Consider the model J~0 = (U,{R~}TeI1,mo) such that for a 
certain p E 4)o, too(p) = {u ¢ U [ (x,u) E (R~)*}. Since (D12) is true in ~,  it 
follows JCto,x sat [c~*]p ~ [c~a(*)]p. By construction of mo, Jdo,x sat [e*]p and there- 
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fore JC/o,x sat [cd(*)]p. Since (x, y) E R~(~, we have ~Wo, y sat p. By construction 
of mo, J¢/o, Y sat ~p which leads to a contradiction. Now suppose that x T R~ does 
not hold. There exists a finite maximal R~-chain from x, namely (x0 . . . . .  XN). Consider 
the model J#0 = (U,{R~}~cn, mo) such that for a certain p c 0o, mo(p) = {u E 
U ] (x,u) C R~,~.~}. Assuming that (D14) is true in ~.~, we get J/o,X sat [0~d(*)]p/k 
(cd(*))true ~ [c~*](@true /~ [7*]p. By construction of mo, Jo ,x  sat [~J(*)]p. Since 
(x,y) E R~,,(.~, we have J /o,x sat (~d(*))true. Hence, Jf/o,x sat [c~*](~)true A [~*]p. 
Since (x, xN) E R~., we have J//o,XN sat (@true which leads to a contradiction, 
This proves that if the axioms (D12)- (D14)  are true in ,~ then for all ~. E /7, 
R~d/./ C(R~)d(*). 
(II) Suppose there exists x, y E U such that (x, y) ¢ R~(,~ and (x, y) C (R~) d(*). 
Suppose R~,~(.>(x) = 0. Consider a model /'~ = (U, {R~}.p~mm). Since (D13) is true 
in Y ,  we have d//,x sat [~d(*)]false ~ (~*)[~]false. Since R~,~.~(x) --- 0, we obtain 
~W,x sat [~d(*)]false. Hence //d,x sat (~*)[~]faIse. There exists x0 q U such that 
(x, x0) ~ R~. and R~(xo) ---- (~. It follows that not xTR~. which leads to a contradiction 
since (x,y)  E (R~) d(*). 
Now suppose R~l.~(x) # ~. Consider the model ///do -- (U, {R~}~.~mm0) such that 
for a certain p ~ ~o, too(p) = (u ~ U ] (x,u) ~ R~(.~}. Since (D14) is true in ~,  
dgo,x sat [cd(*)]p A (c~d(*))true ~ [~*](@true A [~*]p. By construction of m0, we have 
Mf/o,x sat [c~d(*)]p. Since R~(.~(x) ¢ f), we have .~o,x sat (ed(*))true. Hence, we 
obtain .~do,X sat [c~*](~)true A [0~*]p. Since (x,y) ~ (R~)* then ~/¢/o, Y sat p, which is 
in contradiction with the fact that not ~Wo, y sat p since (x, y) ¢ R~,~.~. This proves 
that if the axioms (D12) - (D14)  are true in ~,  then for all ~. ~/7, (R~.) a(*) C_R~d(.,. 
As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 it can be easily proved that if for all c~ ~/7 ,  R~(.~ = 
(R~) d(*) then the axioms (D12)- (D14)  are true in ~-~. [] 
Theorem 3.4 (Soundness of PDL(; ;, [I, 4*))). I f F  is a theorem of  PDL(; ;, II, d(*b, 
then for every program model JC/ we have .W ~ F. 
Proof, The proof consists in showing that the axioms are valid and the rules preserve 
validity. Validity of specific axioms (D4), . . . , (D9) and (D12).. .(D14) follows from 
Lemmas 3.1-3.3. [] 
4. Completeness of PDL(;  ;, II, a(*b 
We use the standard construction of the canonical structure (e.g., [7, 19]). 
Definition 4.1. A canonical structure for PDL(;;, 11, 4*)) is the system jgc = (U c, 
{RC}~E~, m c) where 
(i) U c is the family of all the maximal consistent sets of formulae. 
(ii) For all c~ E // ,  the relations R c over U c are defined by (Z, T) E R~ iff {F E 2; I 
[~]F c Z} c_ z. 
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(iii) Valuation m c is constructed by taking mC(p) = {Z • U c I P • Z} for every 
' formula p • q5 o. 
We show that J¢l c is a model but not necessarily a program model. 
Lemma 4.2. For all u • U ~, F • S, and ~, fl • H, 
(i) ~/c, u sat F iff F • u. 
(ii) F is a theorem ofPDL(;; ,  /I, d(.)) iff F is true in j//c. 
(iii) ~ = ° c c .c .  ~ * c (v i )  c c_  ~ R u/~ R~ UR}; (iv) R~;/~ = R~,R~, (v) (R ) C_R~.; R,(.) R . 
Proof (sketch). From Lemma 4.1 (respectively Corollary 4.2, Lemma 4.3(A), Lemma 
4.3(B), Lemma 4.3(C) in [19] we can easily deduce (i) (respectively (ii), (iii), (iv), 
(v)) holds. (vi) follows from axiom (D12). [] 
Lemma 4.3. I f  S is a maximal consistent set of  formulae of PDL(; ;, ]l, d(.)), then 









I f  [~][fi]F E S then [e;;fi]F E S, 
I f  [~*]F • S then [~d(*)]F e S, 
{~llfl]false • S iff either {e]false • S or {fl]false • S, 
[~; ; fl]false • S iff either [ct][fl]false • S or (c~)[fl]false • S, 
I f  [cta(*)]false E S then (e*}[c~]false c S, 
I f  [e/I/~]f, (el [~)true • S then (e)true, (fl)true, [c~]F, [fl]F E S, 
/ f  [e; ; fl]F, (cq;fl)true • S then [c~]((fl)true A [fl]F) E S, 
I f  [cd(*/]F, (c~d(*))true E S then [e*]F, [c~*](e}true • S. 
The proof of Lemma 4.3 is by an easy verification knowing that any maximal 
consistent set is closed on modus ponens and contains all the theorems of PDL(; ;, l I, 
a(.)). In the canonical model the demonic union and the demonic composition satisfy 
the conditions of Definition 2.4, namely we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.4. For all ~, fl E 17, 
( i )  R c 
(ii) RC;;# = R~; ;R}. 
Proof. By way of example, the proof of (ii) is presented below. 
(ii) Suppose that Rc;;/~  R~; ;R}. Then there exist x,y  C U c such that (x,y) E RC;;/~ 
C.  0 and either (x, y) ~ R~, R~, or there exists z0 E U such that (x, zo) E R c and RC~(zo) = O. 
First suppose (x,y) f~ R~;RC~. There exists F1 E S such that [c~][fl]F1 E x and F1 ~ y. 
From Lemma 4.3(ii) it follows that [c~; ; fl]F1 C x. Since (x, y) C RC;;/~, we have F1 E y, 
which leads to a contradiction. Now suppose that there exists z0 E U such that (x, zo) E 
R~ and R}(zo) = 0. It follows (c~)[fl]false E x. From Lemma 4.3(v) [~;;fi]false E x. 
Hence false E y since (x, y) C RC;;/~, which leads to a contradiction. 
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Now suppose that RC; ;R~ ~ RC;;~. Then there exist x, y E U c such that (x, y) C 
c X RC; ; R} and (x, y) ¢ RC;;~. Suppose that R~;;~( ) = (3. It follows that [c~; ; 13] false E x. 
From Lemma 4.3(v) we have [c~][~]false V te)[~]false ~ x. Since (x,y) ~ RC; ;R~ 
C. C (and therefore (x,y) E R~,R~), for all z E U, if (x,z) C R c, then there exists t C U 
such that (z,t) E R~. Hence neither [c~][~]false E x nor t@[~]false c x, which leads 
c X to a contradiction. Now suppose that R~;;/~( ) ¢ (~. It follows that l~; ; 13)true ~ x. Since 
(x, y) ~ R~;;~, there exists [c~; ; fl]F~ ~ x such that F~ ¢ y. From Lemma 4.3(viii), we 
have [e]f~}true, [~][/~]F~  x. Since (x, y) ~ RC;RC~ it follows that F1 ~ y, which leads 
to a contradiction. [] 
To prove completeness, we use the filtration method developed in [19] (see also 
[3, 4]) and we show that the demonic operators behave adequately. Let Sub(F) be the 
set of subforrnulae of a formula F. Let F(F) be the smallest set such that 
(i) Sub(F) U {false, true} C F( F), 
(ii) F(F) is closed under subformulae, 
(iii) if [c~ U fl]G E F(F) then [c~]G, [fl]G E F(F), 
(iv) if [~;/~]G E F(F) then [c~][/~]G E F(F), 
(v) if [c~llfl]G E F(F) then [~]G,[/3]G C F(F), 
(vi) if [c~; ;/~]G E F(F) then [e][/~]G, (c~)[p]false E F(F), 
(vii) if [c~]G c r ( f )  then [c~]false E r ( f ) ,  
(viii) if [c~*]G E F(F) then [c~][c~*]G C F(F) ,  
(ix) if [cd(*)]G E F (F )  then [~*]G, [c~*]l@true E F(F). 
By the set of program terms of a formula F, denoted by / / (F) ,  we understand the 
smallest set such that {c~ I [c~]F E F(F)} C_/-/(F) and I I(F) is closed under subterms. 
By the set of program letters of a formula F, denoted by /70(F) we understand the 
set /7 (F )  N/7o. The set F(F) is an extension of the Fischer-Ladner closure of the set 
{F} [2]. Using the standard techniques, it can be shown that the set F(F) is finite. 
For any formula F and model Jg, we define a structure jc/F which is a filtration 
of the canonical model through the set F(F). Let ~{ = (U, {R~}~cn, m) be a program 
model. Define an equivalence relation --r(F) on U by identifying states which satisfy 
the same formulae from F(F), that is 
x =--r(F) Y iff for all G E F(F),J//,x sat G iff ~/,y  sat G. 
We denote by Ixlc(F) the set {y [ y E U, x =Y(F) Y} of equivalence classes of =--r(F). 
The subscript F(F) may be omitted in [Xlr(F~ when the context is not ambiguous. 
Definition 4.5. Let F be a formula and iN° = (U°,{R~}~n,m c) be the canonical 
/ model. Define the model ~F= (U ~, {R~}~c/7, m~) as follows: 
(i) u '  = {Ixl (F  I x c U c} 
(ii) For c~ E /7o, (Ixl, lyl) E R~ iff there exists x0, y0 c U ~ such that x0 =-r(F) x, 
c Y0 --r(F) Y and xoR~yo. 
(iii) m'(p) = {Ixlr(F) I x C me(p)} for p C qS0 
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(iv) For c~ ~ H \ El0, R~ is defined inductively with respect o the complexity of the 
program operators in e. 
By construction, ~/~F is a program model. 
Lemma 4.6. Let F be a formula and ~/{F = (U', {R~}~smm'). For any 7 ~ El(F), 
(i) tf (x,y)  ~ R~ then ([xlr(F), [YIr(F)) ~ R~. 
(ii) tf(Jxlc(f), IYIC(F)) ~ R~ then for all [7]G ~ F(F)  if  ~/F,x sat [7]G then JdC, y satG. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the complexity of 7. The basic step follows from 
the definition of Jd  v. For 7 of the form c~ U fl, c~; fl and c~* the proof can be found in 
[19]. We prove the induction step for demonic operators. 
(I) Assume (x,y)  E RC ~11~" From Lemma 4.4(i), there exist ul,u2 E U such that 
(x, ul) E R c and (x, u2) E R~. Moreover either (x,y)  E R c or (x,y)  E R~. By the induc- 
tion hypothesis we get (lxl, lull) E RI~ and (]xl, lu2]) E R}. Moreover either (Ixl, lY]) E 
R~ or ([x], lYl) C R}. Since jF  is a program model, we get (Ixl, lyl) E R' 
Assume (Ixl, ]yl) E R~II~. Take any [c~ll/~]Yl E x N r (F ) .  Suppose that [c~ll~]false E
x. From Lemma 4.3(iv) we get [~] false V [fl] false E x. Since either [~] false E F (F )  N x 
or [ f l ] fa l secF(F )n  x, by the induction hypothesis false Ey,  which naturally leads 
to a contradiction. So (c~[]fl}true E x. From Lemma 4.3(vii) we get [c~]F1 /~ [/?]FI Ex. 
Since (Ixl, lyl) ER~ u R}, by the induction hypothesis we get F1 ~ y. 
X c (II) Assume ( , y)ER~;;/~. From Lemma 4.4(ii), there exists tC U ° such that (x, t )ER c 
and (t ,y)  ERC~. First, suppose (]xl, lyl) ~R~;R} • By the induction hypothesis, we get 
(]x], ItI)ER~ and (]tl, lyl)ER}, which leads to a contradiction. Now suppose there exists 
Iz01 E U' such that (]xl, Iz0l) E R~ and R}(Iz0l) = (3. Since (c~;;fl}true, [c~;;fl]true c x, 
from Lemma 4.3(viii) we have [e]{fl}true E x. By the induction hypothesis, we have 
(~)true C zo. There exists zl E U ° such that (zo,zl) E RC~. By the induction hypothesis 
it follows that ([z0 I, ]Zll) E R} which leads to a contradiction. 
! 
Assume (Ixl, lyl) E R~;;/~. Take any [c~;;/?]F1 c x N r (F ) .  Suppose [cq;fl]false E x. 
By Lemma 4.3(v), we get [~][fl]false V (~)[~]false E x. In case [c~][fl]false E x, by 
the induction hypothesis we get false E y, which leads to a contradiction. In case 
(~}[fl]false E x, there exists z0 E U such that (x, zo) c R~ and [fl]false E zo. So by 
the induction hypothesis, (Ix[, Iz01) E R~ and there exists It0l E u '  such that (lz0l, ]t0]) E 
R} since (Ixl, lyl) c R~;;~. By the induction hypothesis, false E to which leads to a 
contradiction. It follows that (c~; ;~)true ~ x. By Lemma 4.3(viii), [c~;fl]F1 ~ x and 
therefore [e][/3]F1 ~ x. There exists Itl ~ U' such that (Ixl, Itl) ~ R~ and ([tl, [y]) ~ R}. 
By the induction hypothesis, [/~]F~ ~ t and F1 ~ y. 
(III) Assume (x,y)  ~ R °~(.~. Suppose that (Ix[, lY[) ~ R'~.~. Since R~.~ _CRy. we 
c l have (x,y) ~ R~.. By the induction hypothesis we have ([x[, [y[) ~ R~.. Since R ~.~ = 
(R~) g(*) there is a sequence (ix0[ . . . .  ,]XNI) (N>>O) such that Ix01 = Ix[ and for i 
{0, . . . , (N - 1)} we have ([xi[, [x~+~[) ~ R~ and R~(IxN[) = (3. It follows that R~(XN) ---- 
(3. Since (x, y) ~ RC~(.~ it follows that (~g(*))true ~ x. Moreover, since [ug(*)]true 
x, we have [e*](e)true ~ x (see Lemma 4.3(ix)). Then [~][e*](@true ~ x N F(F)  
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d (,) _ o~-~o2:VR,R°'c R °2 .@. 
Fig. 1. The lattice of demonic iteration operations. 
Lemma 4.11. Let  R be a binary relation on U and x E U. I f  fo r  all i E co, Ri(x) ¢ 
then R°(x)  = R*(x), otherwise R ' (x )  = 0. 
The iteration operation ° is also an 'all or nothing iteration'. However it is different 
from d(,). It can be easily shown that R d(*) C_R ° but the converse does not always 
hold. The iteration operator * can be characterized as follows. 
Lemma 4.12. Let  R be a binary relation on U and x E U. I f  the set 5Px = {a I a 
is a finite maximal  R-chain f rom x} is non-empty - i.e., not x ? R - , then R*(x)  = 
UO<i~M--I Ri(x) with M = min{la ] [ a ~ ~x},  otherwise R*(x)  = R*(x). 
The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.3. The operation * is 
not an 'all or nothing iteration'. However, it can be easily shown that R d(*) C_ R*. Fig. 1 
presents relationships between the different demonic iteration operations. Axiomatization 
of a dynamic logic with the operators * or ° is an open problem. 
5. Relational formalization of PDL(; ;, [I, a(,)) 
In Sections 5 and 6 we develop a relational formalization of logic PDL(; ;, II, 4*)) 
based on the method developed in [13-15]. The method consists in defining a rela- 
tional logic RelPDL(; ;, II, d(.)) for PDL(; ;, II, d(.)), and next in providing a validity 
preserving embedding of PDL(; ;, II, d(,)) into RelPDL(; ;, l I, d(.)). Then the deduction 
system of RelPDL(; ;, II, d(,)) provides a means of natural deduction for PDL(; ;, I[, 
d(.)). 
The syntax of RelPDL(; ;, II, d(.)) consists of terms and formulae. The language of 
RelPDL(; ;, It, d(.)) is determined by five sets of symbols which are supposed to be 
pairwise disjoint: 
(i) a denumerable set VR of relational variables, 
(ii) a denumerable set V~ of individual variables, 
(iii) the set of relational operators { - ,  U, VI, ; , . ,  I I, ; ; ,  d( . )}  denoting the relational op- 
erations of complement, union, intersection, composition, iteration, demonic union, 
demonic composition, demonic iteration, respectively, 
(iv) the set H0 of relational constants denoting atomic programs, 
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(v) the set of relational constants {1, I} denoting the universal relation and the identity 
relation, respectively. 
The set of terms of RelPDL(; ;, [I, d(.)) is the smallest set S that satisfies the fol- 
lowing conditions: (i) 170 U {1,I} C_ S, and (ii) if q5 is an n-ary relational operator and 
al . . . .  ,an E S then ~b(al . . . . .  an) C S. Formulae of the relational ogic are of the form 
xAy where A is a term and {x, y} C_ VI. 
Definition 5.1. A model of RelPDL(; ;, I J, d(.>) is a system of the form -~ = (U, {R~ I 
E Ho},R1,RI, m) where U is a nonempty set, R~ are binary relations in U and R1, 
RI are relations such that 
(i) R1 = U × U and R1 = {(x,x) lx E U}, 
m is a meaning function such that 
(ii) m(~) = R~ for all ~ C/70, re(l)  = R1 and m(I) = R1, 
(iii) if A is a relational variable then re(A) = X × U for some X c_ U, 
(iv) m preserves the relational operations. 
Relations of the form X x U are called right ideal relations. Observe that if A,B 
are right ideal relations then (i) A; 1 = A, (ii) -A ,  A UB, A ~B are right ideal relations 
and (iii) P;A is a right ideal relation for any relation P. 
By a valuation in J~ we mean an assignment v : VI --+ U of states from U to 
individual variables. We say that in model Jd a valuation v satisfies a relational formula 
xAy (d//, v sat xAy) whenever (v(x), v(y)) E re(A). A formula xAy is true in a model 
iff JC[, v sat xAy for all valuations v in .iN. A formula is valid in RelPDL(; ;, I[, 
d(.)) iff it is true in all models. 
Lemma 5.2. A formula xAy is true in a model Jg = (U, {R~ ] v. C/7o},R1,Ri, m) iff 
m(A) = m(1). 
Following [15] we define a translation t of formulae from PDL(;;, ]1, d(.)) into 
formulae of RelPDL(; ;, I], d(.)). Let t / be a bijection from the set ~b0 of propositional 
variables into set VR of relational variables. Then we define 
t(p) = tl(p) for any propositional variable p, t(true) = 1, 
t(~) =~ for ~EHo 
and t is a homomorphism with respect to the Booleans; while for any formula F of 
PDL(;;,  ]l, d(.)) and program expressions ~, fi: 
t( {@F) = t(c0; t(F), 
t([~]F) = -(t(~);  - t (F ) ) ,  
t(~o~) = t(~)o(p) for  o ~ {u ,  ;, II, ;; }, 
t(e °) = (t(a)) ° for o ¢ {.,d(.) }. 
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In this way, every formula of PDL(;;, II, d(,)) is translated into a term that repre- 
sents a right ideal relation. Semantical relationship between logic PDL(; ;, l I, d(.)) and 
relational ogic RelPDL(; ;, l I, d(.)) is provided by the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.3. A formula F of logic PDL(;;, ][, d(.)) is valid iff xt(F)y is valid in 
RelPDL(; ;, II, d(,)), 
Proof. The proof consists of the following two parts. (I) For every model #g = 
(U,(R~)~crl, m) of PDL(; ;, II, d(.)) there is a model .J/Z I = (U,{R~ I c~ E Ho},R1,Ri, m') 
of RelPDL(;;, II, d(,>) such that for every formula F of PDL(;;, I[, d(.)) we have (i) 
.Wl, x sat F iff (x,z) C m~(t(F)) for all z in U. We define the model J/g ~ as follows. 
Its universe coincides with the universe U of Jg. I f  P E VR and P = t~(p) for a 
propositional variable p, then we put rd(P) = re(p) x U. We put m~(1) = U x U, 
m'(I) = {(x,x) I x E U}, m1(ct) = R~ for c~ E H0 and we extend rn' to all the relational 
terms according to Definition 5.1 (iv). Observe that relational variables are interpreted 
as right ideal relations. It is easy to see that ~/g~ satisfies conditions 5.1(i) . . . . .  5.1(iv). 
The proof of the required condition (i) is by induction on the complexity of F. 
(II) For every model Jg '  = (U,{R~ I ~ Ho},R1,RI, m') of the relational logic 
RelPDL(;;, [1, d(.)) there is a model /~  = (U,(R~)~crI, m) of PDL(;;, II, d(,)) such 
that condition (i) is satisfied. We define the model ~ as follows. Its universe coincides 
with the universe U of ~ .  For any propositional variable p we put m(p) = domain 
of m1(P) where P = t~(p). By induction on the complexity of a formula F one can 
show that condition (i) is satisfied. [] 
6. A relational proof system for RelPDL(; ;, I I, 
Proof systems for relational logics are Rasiowa-Sikorski style systems [17]. They 
consist of  rules that apply to finite sequences of relational formulae in a top-down 
manner. There are the two groups of rules: decomposition rules and specific rules. 
Decomposition rules enable us to decompose formulae in a sequence into some simpler 
formulae (see Figs. 2 and 3). Specific rules characterize relational constants from the 
language. In the figures, K and H denote finite, possibly empty, sequences of formulae 
of the relational ogic RelPDL(; ;, lI, d(.)). A variable is said to be restricted in a rule 
whenever it does not appear in any formula of the upper sequence in this rule. The rules 
of Fig. 3 have been defined in [15] for the standard propositional dynamic logic PDL. 
The specific rules enable us to modify a sequence to which they are applied, they 
have a status of structural rules (see Fig. 4). 
The role of axioms is played by fundamental sequences. A sequence of formulae is 
said to be fimdamental whenever it contains formulae of the following form: 
( ~)  Fundamental sequences: 
( f l )  xAy, x -Ay  for any relational term A and for any x,y c VI 
(f2) x ly  for any x,y E VI; ( f3)  xIx for any x C VI. 
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K, xA;By, H 
K. xAz, H, xA;B y K, zBy, H,xA;By z is a variable 
( - ; > ;;:;~;!&;H z is a restricted variable. 
r> , K %G>$y for any natural number i where A0 = I, Aif’ = A; A’ > > 
Fig. 2. (S?l) Decomposition rules for the standard relational operations. 
(II) KJAllBY,N K,xAz,H,xAI~By K,xBt,H,xAjlBy K,xAy,xBy,H z, t are arbitrary variables 
(-11) _ _ ,x-GllB)~Jf 
K,x Az,x Bt,x Ay,H K,x--Az?x--B&x-By,H z, t are restricted variables 
(;;I K,xA;;By, H K,x-Az.H,zB;ly K,xAt.H,xA;;By K,tBy,H,xA;;By z is restricted variable and t is an arbi- 
trary variable 
(-;;I - K,x-(A;;B)y,H K.x Az,z-By,xAu,H,x-(A;;B)y K.x-Az,z-By,u-Bt,H,x-(A;;B)y with z restricted variables 
and t, u are arbitrary variables 
(d’*‘> K xAd’“‘y,H 
K,xA*y,H ’ {K.~A”(f);ly,f3},~~ 
where Ad(O) = I, Ad(‘+‘) = A; ;Ad(“) 
(-d(a)> _ K,x-A’“;‘y,H 
K,x A*y,x (Ad(f),l)y,H,x-Ad(*)y for any natural number i 
Fig. 3. (~52) Decomposition rules for the demonic operations. 
A sequence K of relational formulae is true in a model JZ’ of the relational logic 
RelPW; ;, I I, d(*)) if for every valuation v over JY there is a formula in K which 
is satisfied by v in ~2’. Sequence K is ualid in RelPDL(; ;, /I, d(*)) iff it is true in all 
models. It follows that sequences of formulae are interpreted as (metalevel) disjunction 
of their elements. A relational rule of the form K/(Hi : i E Y} is admissible whenever 
the sequence K is valid iff for all i E 9 the sequence H;: is valid. 
Lemma 6.1. (i) All the rules in &?‘I U 22 U 923 are admissible. 
(ii) All the sequences in (9) are valid. 
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( I1) K, xAy, H 
K, xIz, H, xAy K, zAy, H, xAy 
K, xAy, H 
( I2) K, xA~,H, xAy K, zly, H, xAy 
S" mI ~ K, xSy, H 
Y )K, yIx, H, xly 
K, xly, H 
( TraM ) x, xiz, H, xiy X, zIy, H, xIy 
. .  ~7\ K, xAy, H taeat )K ,~y  
z is a variable, A E VR U/70 
z is a variable, A E VR U/70 
z is a variable 
z is a variable, A E VR 
Fig. 4. (~3) Specific rules. 
Proof. Admissibility of the decomposition rules follows from definitions of the re- 
spective relational operations, and admissibility of the specific rules follows from the 
properties of relational constants reflected by those rules [15]. By way of example, the 
proof for the rules (1[), ( - ; ; )  and (d(.)) is given below. 
([[) Assume K, xAIIBy, H is a valid sequence. It is immediate that the sequences 
K, xAz, H, xAI[By and K, xBt, H, xAl]By are also valid. Now suppose that K, xAy, xBy, 
H is not valid. There exists a model ~o = (U, {R~)~Eno,RbRi, m) and a valuation v0 
such that for every formula xlAlyl of K, xAy, xBy, H, not dgo, Vo sat XlAlyl. It follows 
that (Vo(X),vo(y)) ¢ m(A)U m(B). Hence (Vo(X),vo(y)) ~ m(A[[B). It follows that the 
sequence K, xA I [By, H is not valid which leads to a contradiction. 
Now assume that the lower sequences of the rule (1[) are valid. Let ~/~ be any 
model and v a valuation in J/{. There exists xlAlyl E K, xAz, H, xA][By, x2Azy2 E 
K, xBt, H, xA[IBy and x3A3y 3 E K, xAy, xBy, H such that .~,v sat xlAlyl, Jg, v sat 
x2A2Y2, and JCZ, v sat x3A3Y3 . If xlAlyl E K, xA]]By, H, or x2A2Y2 c K, xA[IBy, H or 
x3A3Y3 E K,H then it is immediate that there is a formula x4A4Y4 E K, xA[[By, H such 
that .~,v sat x4A4Y4. Now assume XlAly~ = xAz and x2A2Y2 = xBt. First, assume 
x3A3Y3 = xAy. Since (v(x), v(y)) E m(A), (v(x), v(t)) E m(B) and (v(x), v(y)) E m(A) 
it follows that (v(x),v(y)) belongs to m(A)][m(B) = m(A][B). Hence JC/,v sat xA][By. 
Now assume x3A3Y3 = xBy. Since (v(x),v(y)) E m(A), (v(x),v(t)) E m(B) and 
(v(x),v(y)) ~ m(B) it follows that (v(x),v(y)) belongs to m(A)[[m(B) = m(A[IB). 
Hence J / ,  v sat xA[lBy. 
( - ; ; )  Assume K,x - (A; ;B)y,H is a valid sequence. It is immediate that the se- 
quences K,x -  Az, z -By ,  xAu, H ,x -  A; ;By and K,x -Az ,  z -  By, u - Bt, H ,x -  (A; ;B)y 
are also valid. 
Now assume that K,x -  (A; ;B)y,H is not valid. There exists a model ~0 = (U, 
{R~}~n0, R1, R~, m) and a valuation v0 such that for all XlA lY l  E K,x-(A; ;B)y,H, not 
J l0,  vo sat xlAlyl. In particular, (Vo(x), vo(y)) E m(A; ;B) = m(A); ; re(B). There exists 
z0 E U such that (Vo(X),Zo) E m(A) and (zo, vo(y)) E re(B). Let v6 be the valuation 
such that V~o(Z) = zo and Vo(W) = Vo(W) for all w E VI \ {z}. It can be easily shown 
that neither J~0, Jo sat x -Az  nor d/{o, Vo sat z -By .  Moreover for all s E U either 
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(V~o(X),S) y; m(A) or for s/ E U, (s,S) E m(B). For u E V~, if (V~o(X),V/o(U)) f/_ m(A) 
then not ~/¢fo, V~o sat xAu. Otherwise for t E VI, (V~o(U), V~o(t)) E m(B) and therefore not 
t sat u - Bt. J//O, VO 
(d(*)) We recall that according to Lemma 2.3(ii) we have (x, y)  E R d(*) iff (x, y)  E 
R* and for all i c co, (x, y) C Rd(i); 1. 
Assume that K, xAd(*)y,H is a valid sequence. Now suppose that K, xA*y,H is 
not valid. There exists a model M//0 = (U,{R~}~no,R1,Rz,m) and a valuation v0 
such that for every formula xlAlyl of K, xA*y,H, not ./H0, v0 sat xlAly~. It fol- 
lows that (Vo(x),vo(y)) ~ m(A*). Hence (Vo(x),vo(y)) fg m(Ad(*)). It follows that 
the sequence K, xAd(*)y,H is not valid which leads to a contradiction. Suppose that 
there exists i E co such that K, xAd(i); ly, H is not valid. There exists a model J /0  = 
(U, {R~}~Cno,R1,Ri, m) and a valuation v0 such that for all xlAlyl C K, xAd(i); ly, H, 
not .//d0, v0 sat xlAlyl. In particular it follows that (vo(x),vo(y)) f~ m(A)d(0; 1 and 
therefore (Vo(X),vo(y))~ m(Ad(*)), which leads to a contradiction. 
Now assume that all the lower sequences of  the rule (d(.)) are valid. Let d4' be 
any model and v a valuation in -:H. There exists x~Aty I E K, xA*y,H, and xiAiy i C 
K, xAd(i); l y, H for all i E co such that J~, v sat x~A~ y ~ and for all i E co, ~/, v sat xiAiy  i. 
IfxrA~y ~ E K,H, or if there exists k E co such that x~Akyk E K,H then it is immediate 
that there is a formula x"A~ S E K, xAd(*)y, H such that J/l, v sat x~IA~ S .  Now assume 
x~A~y ~ = xA*y and for all i E co xiAiYi = xAd(i); ly. It follows that (v(x),v(y)) E 
m(A)* and for all i E co, (v(x),v(y)) E m(A)d(i); 1. By definition of d(.) it follows that 
J//, v sat xAd(*)y. [] 
Relational proofs have the form of trees. Given a relational formula xAy, where 
A might be a compound relational expression, we successively apply decomposition 
or specific rules. In this way we form a tree whose root consists of xAy and whose 
nodes consist of  finite sequences of  relational formulae. We stop applying rules to the 
formulae in a node after obtaining a fundamental sequence, or when none of the rules 
is applicable to the formulae in this node. A branch of a proof tree is said to be closed 
whenever it contains a node with a fundamental sequence of formulae. A tree is closed 
iff all of  its branches are closed. 
Definition 6.2 (Complete branch, Complete tree). Let T be a tree whose root is la- 
belled by the formula xAy and b a branch of T. The branch b is said to be complete 
iff either b is closed or b satisfies the following conditions. In what follows we write 
G E b whenever a formula G is a member of a sequence of formulae in a certain node 
of branch b. 
(bl)  xAy E b. 
(b2) I f  x(B U C)y (x - (B N C)y) E b, then both xBy (x - By) E b and xCy (x - 
Cy) E b obtained by application of  rule (U) (resp. ( -N) ) .  
(b3) If x - (B  U C)y (x(B N C)y) E b, then either x-By  (xBy) C b or x-Cy  (xCy) E 
b obtained by application of rule ( -U)  (resp. (A)). 
(b4) I f  x(B; C)y E b, then for every z E V~ either xBz E b or zCy E b obtained by 
application of rule (;). 
















I fx - (B ;C)y  E b, then for some z E VI both x-Bz  E b and z -Cy  E b 
obtained by application of rule ( - ; ) .  
If x - -By  C b, then xBy E b obtained by application of rule ( - - ) .  
If xB*y C b, then for all i E co, xBiy E b obtained by application of rule (.). 
If x-  B*y E b, then for some i C co, x -  Biy E b obtained by application of 
rule ( - . ) .  
If xBy ~ b and B C VR then for all z E VI either xIz E b or zBy E b obtained 
by application of rule (I1). 
If xBy E b and B E V~ U//0, then for all z E VI either xBz ~ b or zly E b 
obtained by application of rule (I2). 
If xly  ~ b, then ylx E b obtained by application of the rule (SymI). 
If xIy E b, then for all z E VI either xIz E b or zIy E b obtained by application 
of rule (TranI). 
If xBy E b and B E VR, then for every z E //i we have xBz E b obtained by 
application of rule (ideal). 
If  xB[lCy E b, then for all z,t E VI either xBz E b or xCt E b or xBy E b and 
xCy C b obtained by application of the rule (]]). 
I f x  - (B]IC)y E b, then for some z,t C VI either x - Bz, x - Ct, x -By  E b or 
x -Bz ,  x - Ct, x - Cy E b obtained by application of rule (-]1). 
I f xB ; ;Cy  E b, then for all t E VI and for some z C VI either x-Bz ,  zC; l y  E b 
or xBt E b or tCy E b obtained by application of rule (;;).  
If  x - (B ; ;C )y  E b, then for all t,u C VI and for some z E VI x -Bz ,  z -Cy  E b 
and either xBu E b or u - Ct E b obtained by application of rule ( - ;  ;). 
If xBd(*)y E b, then either xB*y E b or for some i E co xBd(i); l y  C b obtained 
by application of rule (d(*)). 
If  x--Bd(*)y E b then for all j E co x--(Bd(J); 1)y E b and x-B*  y E b obtained 
by application of rule ( -d(*)) .  
A tree is said to be complete iff all of its branches are complete. 
Lemma 6.3. For any finite sequence S of  relational formulae there is a complete tree 
T such that its root is labelled by the sequence S. 
The full technical development of the proof of Lemma 6.3 is quite tedious and is 
omitted here. The basic idea is to define a procedure which guarantees that any tree 
constructed according to the procedure is such that if the procedure runs infinitely, then 
every branch will be complete. The application of the rules is made in a fair way so 
that it is not the case that when two rules can be applied in a sequence, one of them 
is applied infinitely many times. Furthermore, a particular treatment is provided for the 
infinitary rules. 
Theorem 6.4 (Completeness of RelPDL(; ;, I], A relational formula xA'y is 
valid iff there is a closed proof  tree with the root xAl y. 
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Proof. Observe that there exists a complete tree T such that the root is labelled by 
xWy (Lemma 6.3). Suppose that a complete branch b of T is nonclosed. We define 
the structure j /b  = (Wb, m b) such that W b = VI and rob(P) = {(x,y) E W b x W b : 
xPy ~ b} for P E Vn U/7o U { 1, I}. We extend m D in a homomorphic way to all the 
relational terms. Observe that: 
(i) rob(l) is the universal relation on W b (see (f2)). 
(ii) mb(P) is an ideal relation for any P E VR (see (b13)). 
(iii) mb(I) is an equivalence relation on W b (see (f3), (b11), (b12)). 
Define the quotient structure ~/,b = j~b/rnb(i ) = ,(W~b,L [R,~ : c~ E /7o},Ri,Ri, ~ ~) 
such that 
• w 'b = {Ixlmb(~) :x  ~ v~} is the set of equivalence classes of  mb(I). 
• ([X[mtO(I), tylm%~)) E R'= iff (x,y) E mb(cO for c~ c /70 to Vn tO {1,I}. 
• m 'b is defined as in Definition 5.1. 
Definition of  R'~ is correct (does not depend on the choice of  elements from the 
respective quivalence classes), since due to (b9) and (bl0) we have mb(I);mb(e)= 
rob(c0 = rob(e); rob(I). In ./g~b the constant I is interpreted as the identity relation since 
we have tXlmb(ll = [Ylmb(I) iff (x,y) E rob(I) iff ([Xlmb(Z), lYlm~(~>) c R'~. We conclude 
that ~b is a model of  RelPDL(;;, I[, ~(*)). Moreover for every term A we have 
(Ixl~(i),  lylm~(z)) ~ re'b(A) iff (x,y) c mb(A). Hence the structures ~0 and j//,b are 
elementary equivalent, and we can treat j /b  as a model of RelPDL(; ;, iI, a(,)). 
Let v b be a valuation in JA ~b such that vb(x) = x for every individual variable x. 
We define a well-founded ordering relation -< in the set of  relational terms. For each 
relational term A we denote by size(A) the number of  relational operators occurring in 
A. We also write subterm(A) the set of  subterms of the relational term A recursively 
defined as follows: 
• For A1 EVa U/7 U {/, 1}, subterm(A1) = {A1}. 
• For ~ C {U, ;, II, ; ; }, subterm(A1 ~A2) = {11 ~,A2 } U subterm(A1 ) U subterm(A2). 
• subterm(-A1)= {-A1} U subterm(Al) ; For ~t E {*,d(*)}, subterm(A~)= {A~} U 
subterm(A ~). 
For any relational term A we define NI(A),N2(A),N3(A) and A(A) as follows: 
* NI(A) = max{size(A 'a(*)) ]A 'd(*) E subterm(A)}. 
• N2(A) = max{size(A'*) ]A'* C subterm(A)}. 
• N3(A) = max{size(A1; ;A2) I A1; ;A2 ~ subterm(A)}. 
• A(A) = (NI(A),N~(A),size(A),N3(A)). 
We write <4 to denote the left-right lexicographical order of  0.) 4 that is a well- 
founded order. We define for any relational terms A,B, A -< B iff A(A) <4 A(B). It 
follows that -< is well-founded. As a consequence, there are no terms A,B such that 
A -~ B and B -< A, otherwise there would exist an infinite chain A ~- B ~ A ~ B ~ • • .. 
We will show that 
not j /b, v b sat xA~y. 
For suppose conversely, and let X ~ be the set of formulae zBt on b such that ~/b, vb 
satzBt. X b is nonempty since xA~y~X ~. Let C be a term of a minimal order such that 
uCw~X ~ for some variables u,w. We show that C must belong to Va U/7o U {1,I}. 
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• Suppose that C is of  the form u-Pw with P E VRUIIoU{1,I}. So Jd b, v b sat u -Pw 
and from the definition of m b uPw E b. It follows that there is a node in b such that 
both u-Pw and uPw occur among the formulae in this node which is in contradiction 
with the fact that b is not closed. Indeed if uPw (resp. u-Pw)  occurs in a sequence 
of formulae in a node, then all the sequences occurring in the successors of this 
node contain uPw (resp. u-  Pw)  as well. 
• Suppose that C is of  the form u-  (A tJ B)w. So .~b, Vb sat u -  (A tA B)w and 
hence j~b, vb sat u -  Aw and JH b, v b sat u -Bw.  From (b3) either u-  Aw E b or 
u - Bw E b. Since -A  -~ - (A  U B) and -B  -~ - (A  U B) it leads to a contradiction 
with the minimality of C. 
• Suppose that C is of  the form u - (AllB)w. So ~b,  vb sat u -- (AIIB)w and hence 
either for all z ~ E W bdg b,v b sat u -AS ,  or for all z ~ C W b j~b, vb sat u - -BS .  
From (b15), for some z,t E W b, u -Az ,  u -Bt  E b. In particular ~b,  vb sat u -Az ,  
or Jgb, vb sat u -Bt .  Hence either u-Az  C X b or u-Bt  C X b. Since -A  -~ -(AIIB ) 
and -B  -~ -(AIIB ) it leads to a contradiction from the minimality of C. 
• Suppose that C is of  the form u-  (A; ;B)w. So Jgb, vb sat u -  (A; ;B)w and either 
Jgb, vb sat u -- (A;B)w (C1), or for some zo E W b ~b,  Vb sat uAzo and for all 
t c W b J~b, vb sat zo -Bt  (C2). (C1) is equivalent o for all t ~ E W b either 
JNb, vb sat u -At  ~ or ~b,  vb sat t ~ - Bw. From (b17), for all h, t  ~ E W b and for 
some zl E VI either u-AZl ,Z l  -Bw,  uAt ~ C b or u-Az l , z l  -Bw, / -B t l  E b. Suppose 
(C1) holds. There is zl E W b such that u-Az l , z l  -Bw E b - (b5) - and either 
Jgb, vb sat u -Az l  or .~[b, vb sat zl -Bw.  Since -A  -4 - (A ;  ;B) and -B  -~ - (A;  ;B) 
it leads to a contradiction from the minimality of C. Now suppose (C2) holds. For 
tl E W b, there exists zl C W b, such that either u-Az l , z l -Bw,  uAzo C b (C3) 
or u -AZbZ l  - -Bw, zo -Bq  E b (C4) - t ~ is instanciated with z0. Suppose (C3) 
holds. We have both uAzo ~ b and J~b, vb sat uAzo. Since A -~ - (A ; ;B )  it leads to 
a contradiction from the minimality of C. Now suppose (C4) holds. We have both 
zo -  Bh E b and jgb, vb sat zo - -Bq - from (C2). Since -B  -~ - (A ; ;B )  it leads to 
a contradiction from the minimality of  C. 
• Suppose that C is of the form u--Ad(*)w. So /d  b, v b sat u--Ad(*)w and hence either 
there is some j E co such that all[ b, v b sat u--(Ad(J); 1)w or ~b,  vb sat u -A*w.  From 
(b19), for all k E co u--Ad(k); lW C b and x-A*  y E b. In particular, u--Ad(J); lw E b. 
Since --Ad(J); 1 -.d --Ad(*) and -A*  -< -A  d(*) it leads to a contradiction from the 
minimality of C. 
• Suppose that C is of the form u(AllB)w. So .~b, Vb sat u(AllB)w and for some tl c 
W b JAZb, vb sat uAtl, for some t2 E W b ~/~b,1)b sat uBt2 and either ~/~b~)b sat uAw 
or J//b, vb sat uBw. From (b14), for all z,t ~ V~ either uAz ~ b or uBt ~ b or 
uAw ~ b and uBw ~ b. In particular, either uAt~ ~ b or uBt2 ~ b. Since A -< (AIIB) 
and B -~ (AIIB) it leads to a contradiction from the minimality of  C. 
• Suppose C is of the form uAd(*)w (~ xb) .  So ~//b, vb sat uAd(*)w and hence 
~¢~b, vb sat uA*w and for all i ~ co, Jgb, vbsat uAd(i); lw. As a consequence for 
all i ~ co there is z0 such that ~¢~,vbsat uAd(i)zo and ~/[b, vbsat zolw. From (b18) 
either (a) uA*w ~ b or (a ~) for some l, uAd(~); lw ~ b. When (a ~) holds, from (b4) 
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x - - (~* ; -A )  u - ( cd(* ) ; -A )y  
x -- - - (~.*; -A)y,x - (~d( . ) ; -A)y  
x(c~*;-A)y,x - (cd(*) ; -A)y 
x(~z*; -A  )y, x - ~c/(.)zl, zl - -A  y 
x(o~*;-A)y,x - ~d(* )z l , z lAy  
(u) 
( - - )  
( - ; )  with the restricted variable zl 
( - - )  
(;) with the variable zl 
x~*z l ,x  --  ~zd(* )z l , z iAy  z l  -- Ay ,  x - c~(* )z~,z lAy  
( -d (* ) )  with i = 0 closed 
xc~* Z l ,X  - c~*z l ,x  - (I; 1)zl,zlAy 
closed 
Fig. 5. Relational proof of (D12). 
for every z E VI either (b) uAd( t )z  E b or (c) z lw  C b. I f  (a) holds then since 
A* -~ A d(*) we obtain a contradiction with the minimality of C. I f  (b) holds, then 
since A ~(z) -< A d(*) we again obtain a contradiction. I f  (c) holds then branch b would 
be closed, a contradiction. 
In the remaining cases the proof is similar. It follows that C is of the form uPw with 
P E VR U H U { 1, I}. So /d  b, v b sa t  uPw by definition of X b and not d/[ b, v b sa t  uPw 
by definition of m b which obviously leads to a contradiction. 
A verification of part (+--) can be easily obtained from Lemma 6.1. [] 
Example. In Fig. 5 we give a relational proof of axiom (D12). The corresponding 
relational term is t([c~*]A ~ [~d(*)]A) = - - (c~*; -A )  U _(~4.) ;  -A) .  For the sake of 
simplicity we denote t (A )  by A. 
7. Conclusion 
A logic of programs PDL(; ;, I/, d<.>) has been defined admitting demonic operators 
as program constructors. These operators are of special interest when nontermination of 
a program ~ is represented by the local nonseriality of the corresponding binary relation 
R~. A demonic iteration operator has been included in the language of the logic. It has 
been motivated by the following assumption. I f  a command ~ in a nondeterministic 
program P is executed a nondeterministic number of times and if one of its executions 
does not terminate then the whole program does not terminate. Other demonic iteration 
operators have been also discussed. 
A Hilbert-style proof system has been defined and proved to be complete and sound 
for the logic PDL(; ;, ][, d(.)). Decidability of PDL(;;, 1[, d(.)) has also been proved 
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using the filtration construction. In the second part of our work, we have applied the 
methodology developed in [12, 15] in order to define the underlying relational logic 
for PDL(; ;, 11, ~(*)). A sound and complete Rasiowa-Sikorski proof system has been 
defined for the relational ogic RelPDL(; ;, 11, d(.)). 
Some open problems are the following: 
• To find a complete axiomatization of d(.) without using * 
• To find a complete axiomatization of the iteration operators ° and * 
Appendix 
Proof  of Lemma 6.3. The key problem is to find a systematic procedure which will 
guarantee that any tree T constructed according to the procedure is such that if the 
procedure runs infinitely, every branch will have to be complete. At the initial step of 
the procedure, the tree T is composed of a unique node labelled by the sequence S. At 
each step a rule is applied to a leaf of T such that the corresponding sequence is not 
fundamental. At any step the height of the tree is finite and the number of leaves is 
finite as well. To each node v of the tree T we associate a unique sequence of natural 
numbers, noted a(v), such that 
1. The sequence for the root of T is the empty sequence A. 
2. I f  {vO, Vl,... ,vi,.. .} are the children of the node v in T then a(vj)= a(v),j. 
Considering that VI is denumerable, we shall use the following 1-1 functions: 
1. ~b : co ---+ co* (co* is the set of all the finite sequences of natural numbers), 
2. 4~1 : co --+ VI, 
3. (/)2 : CO--+ VI x VI. 
These functions enable us to enumerate leaves of T, individual variables and pairs 
of individual variables. I f  all the leaves of T are closed, then the procedure stops. 
Otherwise, let N be the smallest natural number such that qS(N) is the sequence that 
is associated with a leaf of T that is not closed. Such a leaf is unique and a rule is 
then applied to q~(N). The application of the rules is made in a fair way so that it is 
not the case that when two rules can be applied in a sequence, one of them is applied 
infinitely many times. 
We build a tree Y- = (~U, N, r) step by step. ~ is a set of nodes, N is a binary 
relation on ~K" and r E ~ is the root. To guide the application of the rules, with each 
node v E ~U we associate the following information: 
* Z(v): the sequence of formulas occurring in the node v, 
• ~(v): the sequence of natural numbers which can be seen as the address of v in Y ,  
• Var(v): the set of variables from VI that occur in the formulas that appear in the 
nodes between the root and the node v, 
• Ind(v): the index of the next rule to be applied. To each rule ri corresponds an 
index i for i E {1,. . . ,  20}, 
• Lu(v) (respectively L-u(V), Ln(v), L_n(v),  L__(v), L_;(v), L_.(v), Ld(.)(v), 
L_ II (v)) is a finite list (el . . . .  , en) such that each ei is a formula of the form x(AUB)y 
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(respectively x - (A U B)y, x(A ~B )y, x - (A r iB)y, x - -A  y, x - (A; B)y, x -A 'y ,  
xAd(*)y, x -- (A I I B)y) ,  
• L;(v) (respectively Lid~al(V), LI1, LI2, L . (v ) ,  L_d( . ) (v ) ,  LI I (v),  L;;(v), L_ ; ;@) )  is a 
finite list (el . . . .  ,e, )  such that each ei is a pair ( f , j )  such that j C ~o and f is a 
formula of the form x(A;B)y  (respectively xAy with A E VR, xAy with A C VR, 
xAy with A E VR, xA* y, x -- Ad(*)y, x(A i[ B)y,  x(A; ;B)y, x - (A; ;B)y),  
• Lsymi and Lr,.anl are lists of formulas of the form xIy. 
• App(v) is either NIL or a name of the rule that is applied to the node v. 
The set of all the sets of the form L~(v) is denoted by L(v) where 
E { -u , -~,  , ; , - , ,d ( , ) , - I ] , idea l , * , -d (* ) , l ] , ; ; , - ; ; , I I , I2 ,SymI ,  TranI }. 
Let S be a sequence of formulas of the following form: x] tl y l , . . . ,  xKtXyx. The function 
build-complete-tree builds a complete tree (it may run infinitely) for the initial sequence 
S. For a list l = (a l , . . . ,a~)  we denote by cdr(l)  the sublist (a2,... ,a~) ( i fn = 0 then it 
is the empty list NIL). Moreover, we denote by queue(l, a~+l) the list (a l , . . . ,  a~, a~-i ). 
According to the standard notation, car(l) = al. The Figs. 6 and 7 contain auxiliary 
functions. 
FUNCTION Update (L', (xty)) 
INPUT: U: set of lists, xty: formula 
OUTPUT: L the updated set of lists 
BEGIN 
t ~- copy(U); 
IF t has the form A UB THEN LU +- queue(Lu,x t y) ENDIF; 
IV t has the form --(A uB)  THEN L--U +- queue(L_u,x t y) ENDIF; 
IF t has the form A C] B THEN LN ~-- queue(L•,x t y) ENoIP; 
IF t has the form -(A N B) TUEN L-:~ ~ queue(L_n,x t y) ENDIF; 
IV t has the form - -A  TUEN L__  ~- queue(L _ ,x  t y) ENDIF; 
IF t has the form (A;B) THEN L_; ~-- queue(L ;,x t y) ENDIF; 
IF t has the form -A* THEN L - .  +- queue(L_.,x t y) ENDIV; 
Iv t has the form A d(*) THEN Ld(. ) ~ queue(Ld(.),x t y) ENDIV; 
IF t has the form -A  ]] B THEN L_II +-- queue(L [i,x t y) ENDIF; 
IV t has the form A;B THEN L; +- queue(L;,((x t y),0)) ENDIv; 
IF t E Vp. THEN 
Lideal +-- queue(Lideal,((x t y),0)) ; LI1 +-- queue(Lil,((x t y),0)) ; 
Ln +---queue(Ln, ((x t y), 0)) ; ENDIF; 
Iv t has the form A* ThEN L.  +-- queue(L.,((x t y),O) EHDIP; 
IF t has the form -A  d(*) THEN L-d(*) ~-- queue(L_~l(.), ((x t y),0) ENDIF; 
IF t has the form A [[ B T~EN LII ~ queue(Lil,((x t y),0)) ENDIF; 
IV t has the form (A;;B) TEEN L;; ~- queue(L;;,((x t y),0)) ENDIF; 
IF t has the form -(A; ;B) TEEN L-;; +- queue(L_;;,((x t y), 0)) E~DIv; 




Fig. 6. Procedure Update. 
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FUNCTION Conditionl (T,v,n) 
INPUT: T: tree, v:node, n:natural number 
OUTPUT: TRUE or FALSE 
BEGIN 
IF App(v) q~ {(d(*) , ( -*)} TEEN RETURN (FALSE) ENDIF; 
IF there is no ~ E co such that q~(n) = a(v),c~ THEN RETURN (FALSE) ENDIF; 
IF there is no fl C oJ and v / E ~v- such that ~(v),fi = ~(v:) THEN RETURN (FALSE) ENDIF~ 




Fig. 7. Procedure related to the application of infinitary rules. 
FUNCTION build-complete-tree (S) 
INPUT: S: a formula sequence 
OUTPUT: J -  a tree % 
BEGIN 
Generate a new node r; Y+--({r},•,r); L+-{r}; X(r)+--S; •(r) ~- A; Var(r) +-- {xl ,y l  . . . . .  xx, Yx}; 
Ind(v) +-- 1; 
All the L~(r) are initialized to NIL; Auxi +--- 1; 
WHILE (Auxi < K)  
Do L(r) +--- Update(L(r),XAuxitAuxiYAuxi); Auxi +- Auxi + 1 
DONE 
WHILE [L # ~ OE ~V C ~,App(v)  E {(d(*)),(--(*))}] 
Do Nl e- {(n,v) ] 3v C L,a(v) = ~(n),n E co}; N2 +-- {(n,v) I v E ~U, Conditionl(T,v,n)}; 
(N, V) is defined as follows, N = min({n ] (n,v) C N1 UN2}) and (N, V) C (N1 UN2); 
% Rules without he introduction of variables 
FoR e IN {(U) , (~U) , (N) , (~U) , ( - - - - ) , (SymI)}  Do IF rind(V) = e AND L~(V) 7 ~ NIL THEN 
Children +- 1; 
FOR EACH sequence S / generated by applying e on Z(V)  with car(Le(V)) 
Do Generate a new node: W; 
V +-- V U {W}; ~ +-- ~ U {(V, W)}; X(W) = S'; 
a(W) +-- cr(V), Children; Children +--Children+l ;
L(~v) ~- L(v); Vat(W) +-- va4v);  L~(W) +-- cd~(r~(W)); 
F0E EACH xtA I /  E S ~ and x lA I /  ~ X(V) 
Da L(W)  +-- Update(L(W),x 'A ' / ) ;  
DONE 
App(W) +- 13; App(V) +-- e; Ind(W) +- 1 + Ind(V) rood 20; 
Iv S' is not fundamental TNEN L +- L U {W} ENDIP; 
DONE 
L ~- (L \ {v}); 
DONE 
% Rules with the introduction of a unique arbitrary variable 
Iv rt.d(v) = (ideal) AND Lideal(V ) 5~ NIL 
THEN F +-- car(car(Lideal(V)) ) ; z +-- Ol(ear(cdr(car(Lideal(V))))); 
(F is of the form xAy with A C VR) 
Let S ~ be the sequence generated from X(V) by applying (ideal) with F and z; 
Generate a new node: W; 
.:~ +-- 2U" U {m};  ~ +-- ~ U {(V, m)};  ~Y'(JT//) = st ;  o'(m) ~ o-(V), ~) l l (z) ;  
L(v/) ~ L(v); Vat(W) ~ Var(V) U {z}; 
Lide~l(W) ~-- queue(edr(Lideal(W) ),(F, @~I (z) + 1)); L(W) +- Update(L(W),xAz); 
App(W) +- ~; App(V) +- (ideal); Ind(W) +- 1 + Ind(V) rood 20; 
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IF S t is not fundamental THEN L <--- L U {W} ENDIF; 
L ~ (L \ {V}); 
ENDIF 
The cases for C ), (*), (I1), (I2), (TranI) and ( -d (* ) )  are very similar to the previous one. 
In particular with (;) two new nodes are introduced. 
With ( . )  and ( -d(* ) ) ,  the index are related to the number of (possibly demonic) compositions. 
% Rule with the introduction of a unique restricted variable 
Iv rlnd(V) -- ( - - ; )  AND L_;(V) • Nr5 
THEN F +--car(Lideal(V)); z ~-- ~l (min({k '  l ~(k '  ) ~ Var(V)}));  
Let S t be the sequence generated from Z(V) by applying ( - ; )  with the formula F and the variable 
Generate a new node: W; ~< ~- ~K" U {W}; ~ +--- .¢~ U {(V, W)}; ~'(W) = St; 
a(W) ~-- ~(V), 1; L(W)  *-- L(V); Var(W) +- Var(V) U {z}; 
L_;(~v) +-- cdr(L_;(W)); 
FoN EACH xtA 'y  I E S t and xtA 'y  ~ ~ Z(V)  
Do L (W)  +~ Update(L(W),x 'At  y');  
DflNE 
App(W)  +--- f); App(V)  +--- (--;); Ind(W)  +- 1 + Ind(V)  mod 20; 
Iv S t is not fundamental THEN L +-- L U {W} ENDIF; 
L ~-- (L \ {V}); 
ENDIF 
% Rule with the introduction of 2 arbitrary variables 
Iv rlmt(v) = (]l) ANN LI[(V ) 7 z NZL 
THNN F +-- (car(L i] (V) ) )  ; (z, t) +-- 42(ear(cdr(ear(Lii (V))))) ;  
Children +-- 1; 
FoR EACH sequence S t generated by applying ([]) with F, z and t 
Do Generate a new node: W; 
~" ~- ~//U {W}; -~ +- ~ U {(V, W)}; Z(W) = S'; 
<r(W) +~ ~(V),  Children; Children = Children + 1 ; 
L (W)  +~ L(V); Var(W) +-- Var(V) U {z,t}; 
IF F is not reintroduced in the sequence S I 
TaEN LII(W) +- cdr(Ll l (W)) 
ELSE L I] (W)  +-- queue(cdr(L]] (W)) ,  (F, 021 (z, t) + I )) 
E~DIF 
F0~ EACH /A ly  t G S t and x 'At /  ~ Z(V)  
Do L(W)  +-- Update(L (W) ,x tA ' / ) ;  
DONE 
App(W)  +- ~; App(V) +- (]]); Ind(W) ~ I + Ind(V) rood 2O; 
Iv S t is not fundamental THEN L +--L U {W} ENDIF; 
DONE 
L~L\ (V};  
E~DIF 
% Rule with the introduction of 2 restricted variables 
z~ rz,,d<v> = ( -  II) A~D L II(V ) ¢ NIL 
THEN F +--- (car(L_[ l (V)) )  ; 
z +- ~ l (min({U I (oi(k') ¢ Var(V)}));  t ~- ~ l (min({U I ~bl(U) ~ Var(V) and U > ~b/l(z)})); 
Children +- 1 ; 
F0a EACH sequence S' generated by applying ( -  I[) with F, z and t 
Do Generate a new node: W; 
+-- ~ U {V/}; ~ +-- ~ U {(V, W)}; Z(W) = S'; 
~(W)  +- a(V),Chi ldren;  Children - Children + 1 ; 
L (W)  +- L(V); Var(W) +-- Var(V) U {z,t}; L [](W ) ~ queue(edr(L ][(W)),F); 
FaN EACH xlAl y r C S I and xlAl y I ¢_ N(V)  
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Do L(W) +- Update(L(W),x'A' y'); 
DONE 
App(W) +- ~J; App(V) +- (-- [[); Ind(W) +-- 1 + Ind(V) mod 20; 
IF S t is not fundamental THEN L +- L U { W} ENDIF; 
DONE 
L ~- L \ {V}; 
ENDIF 
% Rule with the introduction of one arbitrary variable and one restricted variable 
IF rind(V) = ( ; ; )  AND L;;(V) # NIL 
THEN F +- ear(car(L]l(V)) ) ; 
t +-- ¢l(ear(edr(car(L;;(V))))); z *-- ¢l(min({k t [ ¢1(U) ~" Var(V),U > ¢11(t)})); Children +--- 1; 
Fog EACH S t generated by applying (; ; ) with F, z and t 
Do Generate a new node: W; 
~- ~ U {W}; ~ +-- ~ U {(V, W)}; Z(W) = S'; 
a(W) +-- or(V), Children; Children = Children + 1 ; 
L(W) +-- L(V); Vat(W) +-- Vat(V) U {z,t}; 
L;;(W) +- queue(cdr(L;;(W)),(F, ¢11( t )+ 1)); 
FOE EACH xtAt y t E S t and xtAl y t f[ Z(V)  
Do L(W) +--- Update(L(W),x'At / ) ;  
DONE 
App(W) +- O; App(V) +- (;;);  Ind(W) ~ 1 + Ind(V) rood 20; 
IF S t is not fundamental THEN L +- L U {W} Em~IF; 
DONE 
L+- -L \{V};  
ENDIF 
% Rule with the introduction of one restricted variable and two arbitrary variables 
IF rind(V) = (- - ; ; )  AND L_;;(V) # NIL 
TH~N F +- car(car(L_;;(V))) ;
(t,u) +-- ~2(ear(cdr(car(L;;(V))))); z +- ~bl(min({k' [ e l (U)  ~ Var(V),k t > q~2-1((t,u))})); 
Children +-- 1; 
Fan EAC~ sequence S t generated by applying ( - ;  ; ) with F, z, u and t 
Do Generate a new node: W; 
< +-- ~ U {W}; ~ ~ ~ U {(V, IV)}; Z(W) = St; 
a(W) +- G(V), Children; Children +- Children + 1 ; 
L (W)  +- L(V); Var(W) +-- Var(V) U {z,t,u}; 
L_;;(W) +-- queue(cdr(L- ; ; (W)) , (F,¢zl ( ( t ,u))  + 1)); 
FOE EACN xtAt /  E S t and xIAty , ~ Z(V)  
Do L(W)  ~-- Update(L(W),x'At y'); 
DONE 
App(W) +- O; App - rule(V) +-- ( - ; ; ) ;  Ind(W) +- 1 + Ind(V) mod 20; 
IF S t is not fundamental THEN L +- LU {W} ENDTF; 
DONE 
L ~- L \ {v}; 
ENDIF 
% Infinitary rules 
TF rind(V) = (d(*)) AND Ld(.)(V) # NIL AND (N, V) C Na 
TNEN F +-- car(Ld(.)(V))) (F is of the form xAd(*)y and Z(V) &the  form K,F,H); 
Generate a new node: W; 
+- ~K U {W}; N +--- ~ U {(V, W)}; Z(W)  *-- K, xA*y,H; 
a(W) +--- a(V),0; L(W) +---L(V); Var(W) ~ Var(V); 
La(.)(W) +- edr(Ld(.)(W)); L (W)  ~-- Update(L(W),xA* y); 
App(W) +--- O; App(V) +-- (d(*)); Ind(W) +-- 1 + Ind(V) mod 20; 
IF S t is not fundamental THEN L ~-- L U {W} ENDIF; 
L ~L\ iV}  
ENDIF 
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IF rind(V) -- ( *) AND L_ . (V)  # NIC AND (N, V) E NI 
THEN F * -  car(L .(V))) (F is of the form x - A*y and 2(V) of the form K,F,H); 
Generate a new node: W; 
+-- ~/" U {W}; .~ +-- ~ U {(V, W)}; Z(W) = X,x - Iy, H; 
(r(W) +--- a(V),0; L(W) +--L(V); Var(W) ~-- Var(V); 
L_ . (W)  +-- cdr(L .(W)); L(W) +-- Update(L(W),x - /y ) ;  
App(W) +-- 13; App(V) +-- ( -*) ;  Ind(W) +- 1 + Ind(V) rood 20; 
IF S / is not fundamental THEN L +-L U {W} ENDIF; 
L~L\{v)  
ENDIF 
IF rh, d(v) = (d(*)) AND (N, V) E 1~ 
THEN F +--- car(Ld(.)(V))) (F is of the form xAd(*)y and Z'(V) of the form K,F,H); 
Let c~ be the natural number such that a(V),c~ = N; 
Generate a new node: W; 
"< +-- ~K U {W}; ~ +- ~ tA {(V, W)}; Z(W) -- K, xA d(~ O; Iy, H; 
a(W) +- a(V),cq L(W) ~ L(V); Var(W) +-- Var(V); Ld(.)(W) +-- cdr(Ld(.)(W)); 
L (W)  ~-- Update(L(W),XAd(~-l); 1Y); App(W) ~ ~; Ind(W) +-- 1 + Ind(V) mod 20; 
IF S t is not fundamental THEN L ~ L U {W} ENDIF; 
ENDIF 
I r  rlnd(V) -- ( - * )  AND (N~ V) ~ N 2 
THEN F +-- car (L_ . (V) ) )  (F is of the form xA-*y  and Z(V) of the form K,F,H); 
Let c~ be the natural number such that cr(V),c~ -N ;  
Generate a new node: W; 
~f+-- ~U{W};  N+--~U{(V,W)}; Z(W)- -K ,x  A~y,H; 
a(W) +- ~7(V),cC L(W) +--- L(V); Var(W) ~ Var(V); 
L_ . (W)  +- cdr(L_ . (W)) ;  L(W) +-- Update(L(W),x A ~ y); 
App(W) ~-- ~; Ind(W) ~ 1 + Ind(V) mod 20; 
IF S / is not fundamental THEN L +-L U {W} END'rF; 
ENDIF 
IF the rule rl~d(V) cannot be applied to X(V) 





Let J -  be a tree obtained after a finite number of  steps. Let n be a non-fundamental 
leaf of  J -  on the branch b. The fol lowing facts can be easily shown: 
(i) After at most ~b-l(~r(n)) steps a rule shall be applied on n. 
(ii) I f  the sequence S / can be inserted on the branch b, then after a finite number of  
steps, S 1 shall be inserted on b unless the branch b has been closed. 
To prove (i) observe that N~<~b- l (~(n)) .  I f N = q~ l (a (n ) )  then (i) is proved. Oth- 
erwise after each step the set {i1 ~b(i) is a non closed leaf and i>~b- I (cr (n) )}  strictly 
decreases until {i [ ~b(i) is a non closed leaf and i~>~b-~(cr(n))} = {~b-l (a(n))}.  In- 
deed, when a rule is applied to a non-fundamental  leaf n, then n is not anymore a leaf 
(see also the particular treatment o f  the infinitary rules). The proof  of  (i i) is by an 
easy verif ication knowing that the rules are applied in a fair way. This terminates the 
proof. [] 
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